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A SYSTEM FOR PROVIDING TIERED BANDWIDTH
EXPANSION AND REMOTE AUTHORIZATION

CAPABILITY FOR A CABLE TELEVISION SYSTEM

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

The present system provides tiering and access security for cable

television systems having bandwidths of approximately 450 MHz or less, and

which do not employ addressable converters or decoders.

5

DESCRIPTION OF THE PROBLEM
Television channel assignments throughout the world are not contiguous

over a given band or between bands. In the VHF band there are discontinuities

between the low VHF and the high VHF bands. There is also a large

10 discontinuity between VHF and UHF bands in addition to gaps within the UHF
band. Until recent advances in reducing the cost of high frequency co-axial

cable, cable losses and "moding" caused severe losses in any co-axial cable

transmission beyond 450 MHz. In primitive cable systems such as in Peoples'

Republic of China and India, the upper frequency limit that the cable can

15 support is often as low as 300 or 350 MHz. Therefore, the only range that such

co-axial systems could support were the 12 or 13 channels of the VHF band.

To partially solve the problem of limited available bandwidth cable

systems have developed "cable TV" channel assignments. Basically, this

scheme allows 350 MHz worth of transmission to take place using the existing

0 cable system bandwidth, where, at the subscriber's television set, those

channels in the mid-band are converter to the UHF band so that the subscriber

gets to view perhaps up to 50 channels.

However, an additional problem that cable programmers and cable

systems face is tiering and addressability. Cable programming quite often

5 needs to be tiered to allow the operator to select combinations of programs

that can be offered to the subscriber at a package price. To make the tiering

effective there needs to be a method by which certain programs are available

only to the intended subscribers. These functions are achieved by a

combination of encoding, "trapping" and "authorization". Trapping is the

o process by which certain frequencies or bands are filtered out to prevent

customers from receiving the associated programming. Sometimes video
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signals are pre-distorted to render them unusable in a receiver without a trap

designed to remove the distortion. -Authorization" refers to a digital or other

means by which a particular customer's receiver is allowed to pass certain

channel signals.

5 in some of the less technologically developed countries, these more

advanced methods are too expensive on a per-subscriber basis to be

implemented by the average cable system operator. In addition, the advent of

video digital compression allows cable television systems to bypass the

expensive intermediate step of channel expansion using addressable decoders

10 to employ digital compression techniques instead. Thus, many third world

cable television systems would prefer to opt for a less expensive means of

inaeasing channel capacity beyond 12 channels until they implement a digital

system.

15
SOLUTION

This invention addresses the intermediate step wherein addressable

decoders are not employed, but wherein access control and security are

nevertheless desired. The present system provides tiering and channel

addressability at a cost that is a fraction of the cost of addressable converters.

20 The system allows compressed signals to be transmitted to the head-end, and

it also allows for system growth, in reasonable steps, to provide more than 36

channels.

The system provides a signal which is sent for tier control purposes to

the customer premises along with the cable channels. This tier control signal

25 enables a given subscriber to receive a specific tier, and assures that a

particular cable operator cannot deny a "midband tier" to any customer with a

Channel Expander Box (CEB). However, the cable operator can deny access

to the highband tier by use of a switch in the Channel Expander Box.

The system also provides tiering in a hierarchical fashion in such a way

30 that one tier of the "platform." which is the composite of all available tiers, is

optional to the platform customer whereas one or more of the other tiers is not.

Thus, a programmer who owns space on a compulsory tier Is assured that their

-2-
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programs will be carried by every platform customer regardless of whether

another tier is carried or not.

Another important advantage of the present system is that no special

hardware is required at the headend beyond an oscillator and an extra

5 Integrated Receiver/Decoder (IRD). Therefore the system provides the least

expensive means for implementing a tiered cable television system which

provides two levels of access security.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWING

10 The invention may be better understood from a reading of the following

description thereof taken in conjunction with the drawing in which:

FIG. 1 illustrates the cable television system environment in which the

present system operates;

FIG. 2 illustrates a "Channel Expander Box" used with the present

15 system; and

FIG. 3 shows an enhancement to the present system which provides

"sub-tier" capability.

DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

20 FIG. 1 is a block diagram that describes the operation of the system. At

headend 104, there are a number of IHDs 105-*, each of which is tuned to a

different video channel in a platform. Each IRD 105-* is preferably capable of

decoding digitally compressed video signals. Since each channel is typically

encoded, each in turn requires authorization by a particular cable operator to

25 receive and distribute the particular channel. In addition, the uplink signal

includes tier authorization information or an enabling signal which causes a "Tier

Control Signal" oscillator 108 to be turned on. When a "special" tier referred to

below as the "third tier" of television channels is authorized, up-link site 101

sends an authorization signal which is received by IRD 105-A at headend 104.

30 The output from IRD 105-A initiates a relay closure or other similar enabling

operation to cause 360 MHz oscillator 108 to be turned on. This 360 MHz

-3-
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signal is used by a CEB to allow subscriber access to the "special" tier of

television channels.

As shown in FIG. 1, a program that is originated by a cable/satellite

programmer is played back and uplinked at a playback-uplink site 101, and

5 beamed via antenna 102 to satellite 103. The satellite transponder frequency

shifts and amplifies this signal and re-transmits the signal over the area of the

footprint covered by the transmitting antenna of the satellite transponder.

At a typical headend 104, the signal from satellite 103 is received via a

receiving antenna 110, downconverted to an L-band frequency, and transmitted

10 to the appropriate IRD 105-* which receives the signal and decodes it to obtain

the baseband video and audio signals that comprise the transmitted program

as well as any control signals, data, or text that was sent from the playback

uplink facility 101. The output of each IRD 105-* in a particular tier is

modulated by modulator 106-* onto a carrier at an appropriate channel

15 frequency for the particular tier.

The program transmitted and received can in general be in any form. It

can be transmitted "in the clear*, i.e., without any encryption so that it could be

received by any suitably tuned receiver. Alternatively the program can be

transmitted in analog fashion but scrambled using Videocipher-2, Videocrypt,

20 or some other similar encryption device. Such an encrypted signal requires a

property equipped and authorized analog IRD to receive the signal and decode

its audio and video components. Similarly, if the encoder is one that uses a

digital compression and encryption format such as Digicipher-1, Digicipher-2,

or MPEG-type algorithm, then the IRDs 105-* must be of the proper type to be

25 able to decode the transmitted program.

In one exemplary embodiment of the present system, the first level of

system security lies in an encrypted uplinked signal. This assures that only an

authorized headend is capable of decrypting the signal and transmitting it to a

customer.

30 The baseband signals that are output by each IRD 105-* are then

modulated to a suitable Radio Frequency (RF) for transmission along with other

similarly received or off-air received broadcast signals to the CATV subscribers
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via cable or MMDS. Each modulator 106-* modulates the received video signal

in Amplitude Modulation (AM) form around a video subcarrier, and the audio

signal in Frequency Modulated (FM) form around an audio subcarrier that is

suitable for the receiving country's television format, and upconverts the

5 composite signal to the appropriate 6, 7 or 8 MHz RF band.

In the present system, the frequencies that are used to transmit the

composite television signal can be, for example, in three distinct ranges:

1. The normal VHF TV frequency range, which includes channels 1

through 12 in the respective country's frequency allocation scheme. The CCITT

10 frequency range for channels 1-12 is 47 to 68 MHz and 174 to 230 MHz.

2. The midband signal range, or "Gap Frequency". This frequency range

is approximately 70 to 170 MHz.

3. The VHF - UHF Gap frequencies, extending typically from 230 to 350
MHz.

15 Channel Frequency Division

Any channel that is transmitted in the normal VHF range by the cable

system can be received by a traditional TV set and is not a subject of this

invention except insofar as that the signal is properly handled and delivered to

the TV set by the system proposed herein.

20 The midband and VHF-UHF gap frequencies allow signal transmission

over a frequency range not used for normal TV broadcasting. These gap
frequencies allow signals to be transmitted within the 350 MHz bandwidth that

most CATV cables in use in Asia can support without excessive losses or

moding. Moding is a phenomenon in which the electromagnetic waves sent

15 down the cable travel with their electrical and magnetic waves not perpendicular

to the direction of travel, which causes increased transmission losses.

The modulator frequency selection is made by the cable headend
operator. In the present system, the basic channels, i.e. the channels for which

the operator charges the feast amount of money to the subscriber, comprise

0 the "first tier" of the platform. These first tier channels are contained within the

VHF channel 1 through channel 12 range. These 12 channels can be operated

-5-
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by the operator exactly as they are normally ~ that Is. without the CEB

described below.

The "second tier" (midband tier) of the platform comprises the channels

that are located in the VHF midband frequency range gap. The channel space

5 available in this frequency gap is 92 MHz to 167 MHz In the Chinese system

and 68 MHz to 174 MHz in the CCITT system. Since both the CCITT system

and Chinese systems operate with 8MHz bandwidth in the UHF frequency

range, the number of channels available in these systems in this tier is between

9 and 12.

10 The third tier" (highband tier) in the present system covers the 230 to

350 MHz range gap. In this third tier there is 120 MHz of frequency available,

allowing a further 12 to 15 channels of programming. Thus a system designed

as in accordance with the present invention can have 32 channels of

programming with no addition of special hardware other than Oscillator 108 at

15 the headend 104.

The manner in which the CEB functions to separate the tiers and the

system's tiering and security features are described below.

Each IRD 105-* receives a video signal and converts it into a form that

a typical television system modulator 106-* can modulate. The channel

20 numbering choice is made by the operator as explained previously. Combiner

107 then receives the modulator outputs from all of the different channels and

combines them, after which they are transmitted via coaxial cable to the cable

subscriber premises.

There is one "tier control" IRD 105-A in the present system. When the

25 program controller at uplink site 101 sends a tier control enabling signal to

headend 104, IRD 105-A in turn provides a signal that enables a Tier Control

Signal" oscillator 108 having a 360 MHz frequency. The output of this 360 MHz

oscillator provides a 360 MHz Continuous Wave (CW) tone which is applied to

combiner 107 and then sent for tier control purposes to the customer premises

30 along with the cable channels. The output of combiner 107 is amplified to

suitable level by amplifier 109 and sent via coaxial cable systems with the

requisite amplifiers, splitters, equalizers and couplers to subscriber premises.

-6-
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The exact frequencies of Tier Control Signal oscillator 108 and local oscillator

described with respect to FIG. 2, below, can be changed according to the

television frequency plan of the particular country.

Channel Expander Box

5 FIG. 2 illustrates CEB 200 in block diagram form. CEB 200 is a set top

box located in the subscribers premise that effects channel expansion and

system security. At the input to CEB 200 is splitter 210 that splits the incoming

RF signal from FIG. 1 into two equal signals along signal path 250 and signal

path 251. Signal paths 250 and 251 carry the same frequencies. The VHF

10 channels which are a part of the first low frequency tier on signal path 250, are

amplified by amplifier 21 1 . The output from amplifier 21 1 is filtered by bandpass

filter 212 so that only the desired VHF frequency range is passed through to

VHF output 226a to the subscribers TV. However, where the subscribers TV

is not designed to accept two inputs from CEB 200, one output being from VHF

15 output 226a and one output being from combined output 226b, VHF output

226a can be routed through combiner 222 to output 226b. Output 226b is

capable of carrying the entire platform that in the present example includes

three tiers.

The frequencies carried by signal path 251 are downconverted by way

20 of the combination of bandpass filter 213, 600 MHz local oscillator 215, mixer

214, and amplifier 216. The components providing the downconversion can

either be realized in discrete form or as an integrated circuit chip. Mixing the

600 MHz signal from local oscillator 215 with the VHF midband signal of 70 to

170 MHz, results in a 670 MHz to 770 MHz output comprising the second

25 midband tier of television channels. Note that this frequency range does not

conflict with any of the frequencies that are in use in the system so far, and

therefore requires no special filtering except to mix spurious outputs and/or

local oscillator feedthrough. The output from amplifier 216 is split into signal

path 252 and signal path 253 by splitter 225. The frequency on signal path 252

30 is filtered by filter 217 to allow only the 670 to 770 MHz channels 46 to 57 in the

CCITT system and channels 36 to 44 in the Chinese system, to pass through

to the subscriber. Any subscriber having a CEB 200 that operates in the above

-7-
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manner will be able to receive the midband channels if the cable operator

provides channels in the midband frequency range. The frequency of local

oscillator 215 and bandpass filter 217 can be modified to provide midband tier

channels having other frequencies to match the channel assignments of other

s countries.

Signal path 253 delivers the 830-850 MHz output from splitter 225 to the

830 MHz high pass filter 218. Alternatively, filter 218 can be a 830-980 MHz

bandpass filter. The output from filter 218 is mixed with a 360 MHz frequency

obtained from 360 MHz filter 223. The 360 MHz filter 223 acts as a "second"

10 local oscillator by extracting the 360 MHz frequency from the CW tier control

signal from signal path 251. The 360 MHz frequency originated from oscillator

108 in headend 104. The 360 MHz signal is amplified by the amplifier 220 to

a 10 dBm power level for mixer 219. Optionally, a 360 MHz local oscillator 230

can be directly installed in CEB 200. In such a case, filter 223 is not required,

15 and optional digital signaling means 108' which replaces the 360 MHz local

oscillator 108 located at headend 104, generates a digital control signal for

controlling operation of the 360 MHz local oscillator 230. When digital signaling

means 108' is employed, splitter 210 has additional and/or peripheral circuitry

which functions as a digital signal decoder to enable local oscillator 230 when

20 the digital signal generated by means 108' is detected.

The output of mixer 219 is 470 MHz to 590 MHz covering the UHF

channels 21 to 35 in the CCITT system and channels 13 through 24 in the

Chinese system. This output is filtered with filter 221, and combined in

combiner 222 with the output of the filter 217, and then input to the UHF input

25 of the subscriber's television tuner via output 226b.

Switch 227 which precedes amplifier 220 prevents mixer 219 from

operating when the switch is open, thus providing the cable operator the

control of access to the third highband tier to particular subscribers. The

system therefore assures that a particular cable operator cannot deny the

30 "midband tier" to any customer with a CEB but can indeed deny the highband

tier to any customer. Switch 227 is located inside the CEB enclosure which is

"sealed" by the cable operator after setting the switch to the desired position.

-8-
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As explained above, the third highband tier has two levels of

authorization and control. Table 1 elucidates this wherein it is shown that

system control at uplink site 101 of the highband tier is provided by way of a

360 MHz authorization signal, and operator control of the highband tier is

5 provided by switch 227 located in the CEB 200. Therefore, the provider of

special services included in the highband tier at the uplink site is assured that

a subscriber will receive all of these services if any at all are received.

Depending upon whether combiner 222 is a two way combiner or a three

way combiner, there is flexibility to have two separate outputs 226a and 226b

10 from CEB 200 for UHF and VHF channels individually, or to have a single

output 226b carrying the entire platform of all three tiers. This allows

connections to TV sets that have a single input to use the three way combiner

option and those that have two inputs to use the two way combiner option.

FIG. 3 shows an enhancement to the system that includes using band

15 rejection filters or "traps" 330 of different frequencies at the input to the CEB

200. Such traps or Tiering" filters allow the cable operator to assure that none

of the available tiers are pirated by an unauthorized "subscriber" using stolen

or copied equipment. It also allows the cable operator to further break down

each tier into sub-tiers if desired. For example, by placing the traps 330 outside

20 the subscriber site 350 on a pole at tap 320, the traps 330 are easily inspected

and/or maintained without entry into the subscriber's home.

In summary, the advantages of the present system include:

1 . The system does not disturb the cable operator's present channel

lineup.

25 2. The system provides for the tiering of channels so that groups of

channels can be packaged and sold as tiers.

3. The system allows for different levels of security - at the headend, and

at individual premises via traps.

4. It is realizable at low cost.

30 It is to be expressly understood that the claimed invention is not to be

limited to the description of the preferred embodiment but encompasses other

-9-
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modifications and alterations within the scope and spirit of the inventive

concept.

Table 1

Authorization Levels for the CEB

Level

1.

2.

3.

Hardware

]JSfi£L_

Midband*
Highband

Traps

CEB+
Highband

Trap

CEB+
360 MHz

System

GOPtrpI

Headend
Authorization

Headend

Authoriz.

Signal

Operator

Control

Trap

Trap

Highband
Switch

Subscriber

jAQQ^SS——i

VHFOnly

VHF +
Midband

All

Channels
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WE CLAIM:

1. A method for providing controlled access to a tier of television

channels transmitted over a cable television system (300), said method

comprising the steps of:

(a) providing an access control signal (101)for controlling

5 access to a protected tier of said tier of said television channels;

(b) transmitting a television signal (310) which includes said

access control signal over said cable television system (300);

(c) receiving said television signal (310) at a subscriber site

(350); and

10 (d) providing subscriber access (200) to all television channels

in said protected tier only when said access control signal (101) is detected in

said television signal at said subscriber site (350).

2. The method of daim 1, wherein said step of providing subscriber

access includes performing, at said subscriber site (350), the additional steps

of:

(a) disabling a mixing circuit (219) to prevent said protected tier

5 of said tier of television channels from being accessed by a subscriber;

(b) filtering said access control signal (223) from said television

signal to provide an authorization signal;

(c) connecting a switch (227) between said authorization signal

and said mixing circuit; and

10 (d) providing access by said subscriber to said television

channels in said protected tier only when said switch (227) is set to a closed

position to enable said mixing circuit (219) to operate.

3. The method of claim 1, wherein at least one secondary tier is

provided, and wherein said secondary tier is protected from unauthorized

access at said subscriber site (350) by the steps of:

(a) splitting (210) said television signal (310) into a first frequency

5 band and a second frequency band;

-11-
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(b) generating a local oscillator signal (215); and

(c) mixing (214) said local oscillator signal (108) with said second

frequency band to provide to provide said secondary tier.

4. The method of claim 1 , including the additional step of using at

least one band rejection filter (330) located between a headend (104) of said

cable television system (300) and said subscriber site (350) to provide control

of access by a subscriber to any desired said tier of television channels.

5. The method of claim 1. including the additional step of using a

band rejection filter (330) located between a headend (104) of said cable

television system (300) and said subscriber site (350) to provide only a selected

portion of said tier of television channels to a subscriber.

6. An apparatus for providing controlled subscriber access to a tier

of television channels transmitted in a television signal over a cable television

system (300), wherein said television signal includes an access control signal,

said apparatus comprising:

5 (a) means (210) for splitting a desired frequency band from said

television signal (310);

(b) means (223) for filtering out said access control signal from said

desired frequency band;

(c) means (219) for mixing said access control signal with said

10 desired frequency band to generate said tier of television channels; and

(d) switch means (227) for enabling and disabling said mixing (219)

to respectively allow and prevent access to said tier by said subscriber.

7. An apparatus for providing controlled subscriber access to a tier

of television channels transmitted in a television signal over a cable television

system (300), said apparatus comprising:

(a) means (210) for splitting a desired frequency band from said

5 television signal;

-12-
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(b) oscillator means (230) for generating an access control signal;

(c) means (219) for mixing said access control signal with said

desired frequency band to generate said tier of television channels; and

(d) switch means (227) for enabling and disabling said mixing to

10 respectively allow and prevent access to said tier by said subscriber.

8. The method of claim 7, wherein said television signal includes a

digital control signal (10B
f

) and said apparatus further includes means for

detecting (210) said digital control signal (108') and enabling said oscillator

means (230).

9. A system for providing controlled access to a tier of television

channels transmitted over a cable television system, said system comprising:

(a) means (101) for providing an access control signal for

controlling access to a protected said tier of said television channels;

5 (b) means (104) for transmitting a television signal which

includes said access control signal over said cable television system;

(c) means (200) for receiving said television signal at a

subscriber site (350); and

(d) means (200) for providing subscriber access to all of said

10 television channels in said protected tier only when said access control signal

is detected in said television signal at said subscriber site.

10. The system of claim 9, wherein said means for providing

subscriber access further includes:

(a) a mixing circuit (219) which, when operative, allows said

protected tier of channels to be accessed by said subscriber;

5 (b) means (223) for filtering said access control signal from

said television signal to provide an authorization signal; and

(c) a switch (227) connected between said authorization signal

and said mixing circuit (219), said switch (227) causing operation of said mixing

circuit (219) when set to a closed position;

-13-
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10 wherein access by said subscriber to said television channels in

said protected tier is provided only when said switch (227) is set to said closed

position causing said mixing circuit to operate.

11. The system of claim 9, wherein at least one secondary tier is

provided, and wherein said secondary tier is protected from unauthorized

access at said subscriber site by:

(a) means (210) for splitting said television signal into a first frequency

5 band and a second frequency band;

(b) means (215) for generating a local oscillator signal; and

(c) means (214) for mixing said local oscillator signal with said second

frequency band to provide to provide said secondary tier.

12. The system of claim 9, further including:

at least one band rejection filter (330) located between a headend

(104) of said cable television system (300) and said subscriber site (350) to

provide control of access by said subscriber to any desired said tier of

5 television channels.

13. The system of claim 9, further including:

a band rejection filter (330) located between a headend (104) of

said cable television system (300) and said subscriber site (350) to provide only

a selected portion of a selected said tier of television channels to said

5 subscriber.

14. A method for providing controlled subscriber access to a tier of

television channels transmitted in a television signal over a cable television

system (300), wherein said television signal includes an access control signal,

said method comprising the steps of:

5 (a) splitting (210) a desired frequency band from said television

signal;
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(b) filtering (223) out said access control signal from said desired

frequency band;

(c) mixing (219) said access control signal with said desired

10 frequency band to generate said tier of television channels; and

(d) using a switch (227) to enable and disable said mixing to

respectively allow and prevent access to said tier by said subscriber.

15. The method of claim 14, including the additional step of using at

least one band rejection filter (330) located between a headend (104) of said

cable television system (300) and a subscriber site (350) to provide control of

access by said subscriber to any desired said tier of television channels.

16. The method of claim 14, including the additional step of using a

band rejection filter (330) located between a headend (104) of said cable

television system (300) and a subscriber site (350) to provide only a selected

portion of a selected said tier of television channels to said subscriber.
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